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Clinker brick on the outside, show-
time on the inside: Welcome to the 
NYX Hotel Hamburg, the new hot-
spot on the canal - welcome to a 
world that cuts old ties and reinvents  
hospitality. Here, life is celebrated 
and travel becomes an event. 

Extravagant design, a high-class art 
concept and exuberant nights with 
regional DJs: The NYX Hotel Hamburg 
is a place that is addictive - right 
from the first time. It’s a place guests 
won’t want to leave, whether they’re 
in town for business or pleasure. A 
place for working, relaxing, marvel-
ling and celebrating: The NYX is ever-
ything and can do even more.

Welcome to the World of Cool!



at a glance
 ■ 220 rooms and 16 suites

 ■ 3 barrier free rooms

 ■ Free wifi

 ■ 2 meeting rooms

 ■ 107 sqm meeting space

 ■ Terrace by the canal

 ■ After-Work-Entertainment

 ■ 24h reception

 ■ 24h business center

 ■ Bar and restaurant with  
live cooking station

 ■ Fitness room

 ■ Parking lot

 ■ Underground car park

 ■ Child discount

 ■ Dogs welcome



Floating on the canal:  
can‘t find a better location
Hamburg is the city of water, and water makes you happy. The NYX Hotel Hamburg is located directly at a typical canal, 
and anyone sitting on the wonderful terrace with a glass of wine will notice it right away: the scent of the big wide 
world. Speicherstadt, Elphi, Reeperbahn and Fischmarkt - Hamburg’s highlights are only a stone’s throw away from 
the central district of Hammerbrook. Guests don’t have to take a trip around the world to get to or from the hotel:  
NYX Hotel Hamburg is perfectly connected - airport, train station and highways are quickly reached. Is there a better 
base for business travellers or city adventurers? Exactly.



Funky Lifestyle: 
the concept of NYX Hotels

Non-conformist, creative, fancy: NYX Hotels by Leonardo Hotels - this is a new gene-
ration of hotels for all those who value individual lifestyle and take the freedom to do 
their own thing. Innovative design, modern art, living zeitgeist: NYX Hotels do not fit 
into any grid, they are as individual as their guests and locations, colourful as the day 
and mysterious as the night.

NYX Hotels are named after the Greek goddess of the night - a sophisticated template 
for a young, wild hotel brand. A promise to those who want an inspiring environment on 
their travels, around the clock. “We own the night” is the motto at NYX Hotels, which 
are famous for its party nights and art events. The local spirit is the cherry on top of the 
cocktail and the special charm of each hotel, from Milan to Warsaw, from the Isar to the 
Elbe: Local artists design rooms, popular DJs provide cool beats.

Long live the big city.

at a glance
Distances to the main destinations:

 Airport »HAM« ............................................ 10,3 km

 Central train station 
»Hamburg Hauptbahnhof« ........................... 1,4 km

S-Bahn station 
»Hammerbrook City Süd« .............................. 100 m

Underground 
»Berliner Tor« .................................................. 1 km

Bus stop 
»Hammerbrook Nord« ................................... 100 m

Motorway »A24« ..............................................4 km

Motorway »A1« .................................................8 km

Trade fair »Hamburg« .................................. 4,6 km

Convention centre ........................................ 4,1 km

City centre .................................................... 1,4 km



Art instead of  
decoration:  
When art comes to life
Art belongs in a museum? Not at all! NYX Hotels show that art unfolds best when it 
surrounds us - while we work, live, relax and celebrate. This way, it is always in view 
and an inspiration for everyone. That’s when it comes to life, around the clock. NYX 
Hotels bring art to people and people to art.

If you walk through the door at the NYX Hotel Hamburg, you can already see the 
art pieces - at the entrance, in the open lobby, on the pillars and in the restaurant. 
The building is something like an inhabited gallery, where local creatives have  
realised their potential - elaborate murals and three-dimensional graffiti run through 
the building, art-chairs are waiting for guests to sit down, individually designed by 
Hamburg artists.

The hotel as a creative experience space, completely without admission fee and  
fixed opening hours …



City Lovers: 
They have the Spirit
The best fish sandwich, the weirdest harbour pub, or a neighbourhood tour with  
red-light expert Eddy Kante? They’ve got them all - the tips and addresses that make 
Hamburg worth living in: City Lovers are employees of NYX Hotels. They are friendly  
and approachable, know and love their city - and they beat every guide with  
their knowledge.

City Lovers are also Hamburg experts such as hotel director Marcus Schelbert or  
head chef Johannes Oborovski, who are always good for a hot tip, whether for 
clubbing or feasting. Guests of the NYX Hotel Hamburg can go on tour with them -  

the City Lovers design new, exclusive tours every month - with their current  
highlights in an app. And, because art is a top priority at NYX Hotels, there are special 
art journeys individually put together by the Hamburg artists who helped design the 
interior. A new exhibition, cool street art or the latest creative scene? 

Discover Hamburg in a different way …

Marcus Schelbert
- Enthusiastic Hamburg resident by choice

- Loves the local arts and events scene
- Always has a night out tip up his sleeve

- Big network, small world

Johannes Oborovski
- Passionate about working with fresh 

products
- Loves to develop special dishes
- Has many tips for fusion cuisine

- But prefers to eat Mediterranean himself



Food for Life: 
Long live the fusion kitchen 
Welcome to the world of culinary delights. The 
‚Clash‘ is a hotel restaurant that breaks ranks - and  
reinterprets delicacies from international cuisines. 
These are served on lavishly set tables or as snacks at 
the bar: a still life of colours, shapes and sensuality - the 
ingredients fresh, healthy and aromatic. Small bowls, 
big variety: The mix of finger foods and small dishes is 

perfect for casual dining and celebrating community. 
Fusion street food cuisine at the NYX Hotel Hamburg 
is therefore not only a culinary experience, but also 
authentic and sustainable: A variety of tasty dishes 
are served, grown and supplied by regional producers.  
And food waste is not an issue - the house is a partnered 
with the “Too good to go” initiative.



Meetings with a difference:  

Space to think
Room for creativity: Anyone who wants to develop ideas needs an inspiring  
environment and the opportunity to unfold - “off-the-shelf” meetings are a thing 
of the past. The NYX Hotel Hamburg offers a total of 107 square meters of space 
for two event rooms that are fun and far removed from rigid standards.

The interior is stylish and can be flexibly combined - conferences are held in 
such a way that participants feel comfortable. Modern conference technology 
enables all conceivable event formats - from hybrid to totally digital. DJ booth,  
data projector, presenter’s case? Everything is there - and the view of the water 
through floor-to-ceiling windows sends thoughts on their way.

Individual add-ons can be booked upon request: The restaurant with front cooking 
station turns every meal into a show event. Still missing that little extra? You can 
find it at the bar: a 46-square-meter waterfront terrace with direct access to the 
meeting area.

Meetings can be so nice.



For people and planet: 
Sustainability by design

Travel, sleep and simply feel good: The NYX Hotel Hamburg 
is a hotel that combines everything you need. As a brand of  
Leonardo Hotels, NYX Hotels pursue a stringent ESG strategy 
and are committed to people and planet - also in Hamburg. 

Modern technology to save valuable resources and reduce 
emissions: By 2024, all hotels in the Leonardo Group will be cer-
tified with the “Green Key” eco-label, 70 percent of all hotels 
are currently cooperating with the “Too good to go” initiative 
against food waste, and guests can also get involved for a bet-
ter tomorrow. For example, the “Green Option” gives them the 
opportunity to forego cleaning their rooms in favour of social 
projects.

Travelling green: already a reality at NYX Hotels. 
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